NIH conference. Systemic lupus erythematosus.
Although the cause of systemic lupus erythematosus remains unknown, pathogenic mechanisms are becoming clearer. Both genetic and environmental factors have been implicated in the induction and in the perpetuation of lupus. Implicated environmental triggers include ultraviolet light, chemicals (hydrazines, hair dyes, drugs), some foods, and possibly infectious agents. Lupus is mediated by the immune system. Patients have excess numbers of antibody-forming cells, including those that produce antibodies reactive with self-antigens. Patients also have an increased number of activated T cells, some of which help B cells to produce autoantibodies. A loss of tolerance is a critical immune abnormality in lupus; many of the activated helper T cells may result from a failure in normal tolerance mechanisms. A hematopoietic stem-cell defect could give rise to both B- and T-cell abnormalities. Such a stem-cell abnormality might lead to both a loss of self-tolerance and polyclonal B-cell activation. Antigen-driven, T-cell-dependent expansion of B-cell clones would then give rise to pathogenic autoantibodies, including anti-DNA. We believe that lupus is a syndrome: Patients differ regarding specific inciting factors and immune defects. Some patients have genetically conditioned abnormalities, similar to those found in mice with lupus; others have a combination of genetic and acquired defects. We hope that insights into pathogenesis lead to improved and more individualized therapy.